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in the mid-1990s, the two-dimensional graphics of the original starcraft allowed for some nice-looking maps and animations. but its simple polygons and repetitive textures meant that it wasnt very playable in modern times and the game was soon out of date. for example, im confident the original starcraft was designed to be playable on 256-color or lower
resolution vga systems, but with the advent of hdtv, many of us play at 1920x1080. when we ran the game on our new hdtvs, we found we couldnt see the characters very well. the screen looked like a bunch of tiny text in a sea of red. the expanded and improved starcraft remastered allows you to play at a higher resolution, but it still runs on the same engine
as the original, with the same awkward compromises between isometric perspective and 2d flat graphics. but the game has been updated to take advantage of today’s hd tvs. for example, the game looks great on 1080p hdtvs thanks to a new terrain engine that uses a spline-based surface to display complex topography and faces in ways that arent possible

with 2d graphics. one of the nice things about buying games from the internet is that you dont have to get your hands dirty. as long as the game is legal to download, you can install it directly onto your computer without a cd or dvd. this is especially useful for custom installations or for installing a game that requires a specific version of a particular program. for
example, you can install windows 7 or mac os x 10.6 snow leopard, but not windows vista. this is because vista can only run the most recent windows and os x versions, whereas snow leopard can run a variety of operating systems. and you can also install windows vista on top of windows 7, and windows xp on top of windows vista. by getting a windows 7 copy,

you can run any application you like on top of it. the same holds true for mac os x.
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